2002 jeep grand cherokee air conditioning problems

Jeep Cherokee owners have reported 10 problems related to air conditioner under the
equipment category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Jeep Cherokee based on all problems reported for the
Cherokee. I was driving in a residential area 40 mph when my car suddenly jolted as if I had
suddenly stepped on the brake pedal and then the gas pedal. I stopped for a red light, and the
car suddenly stalled. I shut the car off and then tried to turn it on again multiple times and
nothing. Thankfully, multiple people stopped to push me off into a parking lot, because many
people started beeping and the car would not move whatsoever. I have had the car for only two
months, this is extremely dangerous. If this had happened on the highway, I would have been in
an accident. Now 4 times sept. July air condition had to br replaced. See all problems of the
Jeep Cherokee. Air conditioner stopped working. Upon further investigation, mechanic
informed me the problem originated from a faulty evaporator system. Based on Jeep blogs, it
has been identified that Jeep has been aware of this faulty evaporator problem, but will not take
responsibility. Upon further examination by the repair technician that's what needed to be
replaced. I asked if they replace the evaporator with the same part and he said no, they now use
a different sku replacement evaporator. Obviously, Jeep is aware of this problem and has made
changes to fix it. Air conditioner has not worked since I purchased in When the car is in motion
or sitting still the car does not cool properly and everyone complains of being hot in the car.
The first time I was driving to florida and the smoke hit me in the face and it scared me, I could
have had an accident. This issue has been going on from August to current date. The contact
owned a Jeep Cherokee. The vehicle caught on fire while parked. The fire department
extinguished the fire, but did not file a report. The vehicle was destroyed and towed to an
independent facility. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 11, The vehicle was stationary. The water from the air condition condensate line
runs on a pan which in turn over flows over the side of the pan running on to the exhaust
steaming up under the car into the engine compartment and the steel above the exhaust. The
contact owns a Jeep Cherokee. The contact stated that the air conditioning unit failed to work
properly. The vehicle was taken to a dealer. The technician stated that the refrigerant needed to
be replaced. The vehicle was repaired however, additional failures occurred. The instrument
panel failed, the vehicle stalled without warning and the vehicle failed to shift into reverse. The
vehicle was towed to the dealer. The technician was unable to diagnose the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was not available. Like most Jeep Cherokee owners, I had to pay a
huge repair bill to get the air conditioner to work. Numerous problems with Jeep Cherokee
sport. During the first year of owning the vehicle the vehicle was at the dealer 12 times for rust
marks on the vehicle which the dealer described as fall out and they insisted it was something
the consumer had done to cause it to happen so soon, the electrical system failed, as the
consumer was driving all the gauges went out and the vehicle just stopped, the air condition
and radio were inoperative and still is, there was a thumping noise which was attributed to the
rotors which was supposedly fixed. The most recent problem was with the power windows.
Consumer states front rotors continue to warp after 2 replacements. When ever the truck hits a
bump while traveling 50 mph or above will shake violently. Owner is concerned about
controlling the truck when this happens. Also the upper and lower ball joint was loose which
was causing the steering wheel to shake, the transfer case was loose, the gasket and
thermostat was replaced due to a coolant leak, cruise control was inoperative, the air condition
and heater only blows at defrost vents, the rear luggage rail came out. Car Problems. Air
Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee 1. Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee 2.
Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee 3. Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee
4. Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee 5. Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep
Cherokee 6. Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee 7. Air Conditioner problem of the
Jeep Cherokee 8. Air Conditioner problem of the Jeep Cherokee 9. Air Conditioner problem of
the Jeep Cherokee Other Common Equipment related problems of Jeep Cherokee. Problem
Category Number of Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment
problems. Mechanical Jack problems. Labels problems. Grand Cherokee is 1, May not function
If this module neglects the keyless entry system. The WCM is substituted to fix this concern.
Graph indicates the amount of issues reported since the introduction of this Jeep Grand
Cherokee Problems at through each of the ceremony years. Information, refer to the page: A
study of contrast. Mix and recirculation doors fail, which may create the AC modes to not alter
or the warmth to differ on the right and left sides. For more Brakes Are 2. If the Entire number of
issues reported by Jeep Grand Cherokee owners at the past 16 years is , and also the era of the
vehicle is 16, the PPMY indicator can then be calculated as. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Table 1. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Problem Category. Number of Problems.

Air Bag. Service Brakes. Engine And Engine Cooling. Electrical System. Power Train. Gasoline
Fuel System. Vehicle Speed Control. Unknown Or Other. Seat Belt. Other Fuel System. Exterior
Lighting. Air Brake. Parking Brake. Electronic Stability Control. Child Seat. Interior Lighting.
Jeep Grand Cherokee Service Year. Eight problems related to air conditioner have been
reported for the Jeep Grand Cherokee. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Jeep Grand Cherokee based
on all problems reported for the Grand Cherokee. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee.
The contact noticed that the heating and cooling system did not work. She called the local
dealer and they instructed her to bring the vehicle in for inspection. While driving at an
unknown speed to the dealer, she noticed freon rising from the instrument panel. As a result,
other components of the engine and engine cooling system began to fail. The air conditioning
and heater no longer worked. The dealer stated that not only had her blower motor and resister
failed, but the heater core, evaporator core, actuator, and blend door which no longer provided
heat on the driver side of the vehicle were corroded as well. The dealer further stated that the
freon from the instrument panel originated from the evaporator core, indicating the presence of
ethanol toxic gas. The manufacturer has not offered any assistance and stated that the failures
were due to lack of maintenance. The vehicle is at the dealer and has not been repaired. The
failure mileage was 91, and current mileage was 91, The vehicle has just over miles on it. The
problem occurred when he turned on the heater. Also caused cold air to blow onto the
windshield. The cold air blew onto the windshield that caused the windshield to freeze. The
contact was unable to see out of the windshield once it froze. When he attempted to turn the
heater off it continued to blow cold air as long as the engine was running. The vehicle was
being inspected by the dealership. The vehicle currently had miles. Steering wheel began
making strange sounds. Steering gear and associated parts were replaced. Shortly after,
strange sounds returned, the steering began to become completely unassisted at low speeds
for a brief second. The problem causes quite a scare and causes temporary loss of control. This
is associated with low speed idle. Damage is imminent without repair. This problem is well
documented among Jeep chat rooms. Second well documented problem among Jeep owners.
Faulty power window units that fail without warning and cause window to be stuck up or down.
This causes driver to be forced to drive with open non responding windows in a variety of
weather conditions, obvious safety and health hazard. Third chronic hazard well known to Jeep
owners as well as Jeep. This causes a failure of the defroster and obvious danger, as well as
drivers are forced to drive with constant unheated airflow until costly repair. Jeep is well aware
of these problems but refuses to acknowledge a consistent problem and offer correction for all
affected vehicles. After reading almost all complaints with other Jeep Grand Cherokees, I have
to put in my two cents worth. I can relate to almost every complaint that there is. I have had my
brake rotors turned and resurfaced and am in need of doing it again. Then on the other hand, I
have experienced problems with my dual control panel not working correctly which I have not
have repaired yet because I don't have the money for that one and didn't know at the time that it
was a problem. Then when my Jeep was under warranty I have had the air conditioner
compressor replaced, new battery for hard or no starting , amongst other repairs that I can't
think of at the moment. I have also been experiencing hard starts with my truck and also the
transmission not engaging or jumping accelerating while switching gears that the Jeep dealer
has not been able to recognize as a problem. I feel that those new Chrysler commercials are not
up to par as american and german engineering. Those germans know how to build vehicles in
the first place and help repair them as the problem seem necessary. There were no prior
warnings prior to the failure. The vehicle was taken to the service dealer, who replaced the air
conditioning fan. The contact stated that the vehicle always swayed back and forth as if it were
off balanced. While driving approximately 30 mph, she noticed that the engine warning light was
illuminated on the instrument control panel. Smoke appeared from the vehicle. She took the
vehicle to the dealer and they stated that the radiator fan cracked and caused the failure. The
manufacturer informed her of NHTSA campaign id number 06v engine and engine cooling:
cooling system: fan ; however, the contact never received a recall notice. The engine warning
light is still illuminated on the instrument control panel and the air conditioning system does
not work. The failure mileage was 91, Air conditioner was not blowing cold air. Dealership
serviced vehicle. And technician noticed that evaporator core malfunctioned. Car Problems. Air
Conditioner problem 1. Air Conditioner problem 2. Air Conditioner problem 3. Air Conditioner
problem 4. Air Conditioner problem 5. Air Conditioner problem 6. Air Conditioner problem 7. Air
Conditioner problem 8. Other Equipment related problems of the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems. Labels problems.
Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are
in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have provided to one

another over the years. The temp. At any given, unknown time, while I'm driving, it will not cool
correctly, or even heat correctly in winter. The blower works perfectly. It's almost like it has a
will of its own Sometimes works, sometimes doesn't. The AC air is not hot, but it is definitely
not cooling as it should. The heated air in winter will flat blow out cold air. One AC man said "It
does fine with me. Works perfectly. That isn't including the part itself, or the repair work. I have
a feeling I will be picking up my Jeep tomorrow, still with a temperamental AC. Has anyone else
had this problem? I want it fixed, but letting Jeep do it will be highway robbery. I have another
option in the form of a man who my brother says is a "car miracle worker". We'll see. Sorry this
is so long, but I'm frustrated. And, I'm about to make my last payment on it and isn't that how it
always is? I love my Jeep, otherwise. It's been a great car for me. No one else really drives it but
me, so it's still very much like new. Yes I've seen this problem happen before. The heater core
could be out or going. But being a newer car, That feature probably doesn't exist. The AC unit
might need refilled or bearings or something to that tune. But back to the heater core thing,
there are other things that go wrong with that. If the heater core is blown, it will often make your
glove box flood or just be wet when it rains. It could also be a relay or heating coil problem. The
heating system is a little more complex but if you're savvy with electrical stuff you shouldn't
have a problem. Thank you. I'll pass this info. I wondered if it might be something as simple as
freon needed. The heating problems sounds like something different It is as if the system does
not respond to the nob at all sometimes. Other times, I can adjust heat and cool with the nob as
I want. As I said, it's not consistent. I don't believe I have the vent feature. And, the glove box
doesn't flood or get wet. Waiting to hear from the Jeep people this afternoon. Thanks again! You
mentioned that somethimes the knob works and sometimes it doesn't. If the konb feels loose
when it doesn't, then it's just a loose connector to the rheostat or ventilation controller. But the
jeep people should be able to figure it out without too much difficulty. Ask more questions or
provide more info if you need to, that's what these forums are for. Best of luck. I have the
flooded, soaked floor mats in my Jeep Grand Cherokee limited but the heater works fine. It
blows warm air most of the time but occasionally cold air will blow. Seems to be electrical, the
freon shouldn't be an issue due to the random times it does blow cold air. I will take a look at
the Hane's manual you listed unless anyone has a solution. They all have the problem or soon
will because of inferior materials used for the blend doors. Though there is a cheaper fix, with a
little elbow grease, the problem is inherent in ALL Jeep Grand Cherokees and should be
addressed by Chrysler. Indeed, there should be a suit; as to force a recall, further return funding
to those who have received the shaft at the dealers. I'm in the middle of fixing mine. I've opted
to repair the blend doors myself, using super glue to reattach the broken parts, further epoxy
and wire mesh to reinforce the weak areas. I'll try to post the procedure if successful, in that it's
a repair that has a total cost of about ten bucks. Nevertheless, and in studying the design, a few
things have become quite apparent: First, the plastic shaft area of the doors has hollows -- two
on each side of each door, which are there for no better reason than to create a weakness in the
design. This is an exceptionally weak point, further where most of the first, inner doors break. It
will crack straight through this area and terminate at the aforementioned hollow in the shaft.
Third, the aforementioned end, where the white shaft enters,is also quite weak, in that the
second door typically breaks this end in half; thus, P-poor quality of material used. Fact is,
nearly all the doors break in the exact manner described here. And if Chrysler didn't design
them to, then tell me why there exist the need to have fault codes which state the travel on these
doors is too far? They can't go, "too far," unless they're broken! The fault code should simply
be translated into, "The blend door is broken. Like most of you, I don't have dollars growing on
my trees or falling out of other places. Therefore, when that annoying service notification comes
on, I don't go running to the dealer. I merely keep my oil clean, further reset that milage setting
on this notification to keep it quite. However, Chrysler clearly has other ways of getting to you;
in that it has progressed to my check guages light coming on periodically, followed by the oil
pressure guage dropping to zero for a spell; thereafter, the light turns off and the oil guage goes
back to normal. Anyone with a brain knows that oil pumps are mechanical. They either work or
they don't. There's no middle ground. Therefore, it's a scare tactic, further programmed into the
system to get you to take your car to the dealer and drop a mint. Furthermore, this too is quite
obviously malicious and fraudulent. There also exist a wide spread problem with the ignition
lock. Most will tell you that dirt or lent gets in and you have to tap the end of the key to get the
tumblers in place; however, and having actually removed and serviced the existing lock myself,
I discovered an interesting fact. The inner end of the lock has a plastic part which the key
pushes over to sound the chime when inserted. Somewhere along the line, this part is binding,
further causing the key to not be inserted far enough to align with the keyways; thus, you can't
turn the key to start the car. The dealer will merely replace the lock, further charge you a mint to
reprogram the keyless entry and transponder key; however, the true fault exist within the series

of components associated and working in conjunction with the lock. There exist a mechanism
which locks the shifter, followed by the ignition component its self. Be it within one or the other,
its causing the illusion of having a faulty lock. It doesn't happen continuously either, in that it
happened to me about four times in five years. And this past week is when I finally took it out
and made the discovery. A special note. For anyone who has ever experienced a problem with
the electric window malfunctioning, I have a solution that only cost about five bucks. My repair
has lasted for three years so far. You'll need to be creative with attaching one of the ends, such
as using an allen wrench lock designed for hat pins, or perhaps some jv weld; however, it's
doable. I too have just started to have the problem with what I suspect from my research to be
the Actuator Doors in my 99 Grand Cherokee Ltd. Not an enjoyable driving today here in
Canada. I will pass along the info. I'm handicaped so I cannot attempt the repairs myself. I think
I will look at the entry via the glove box repair method as I cannot afford to tear apart the dash.
Searching for a quality repair kit here in Canada. I have also had the problem of a low oil
pressure gauge reading, despite having the oil pump replaced 2 months ago, and the filter
screen in the oil pan cleaned as well. I concur there appears to be 'built in' deficiencies in the
Jeep product, and have searched on Canadian recalls to no avail. I would love to see
manufactures held accountable for design flaws, be it accidental, or intentional. Chappy; I'd sue
the dealer for the expense of having an oil pump replaced that clearly wasn't required. Like I
said; oil pumps either work or they don't. And if yours was broken, I can most certainly
guarantee that you wouldn't have made it to the dealership. First of all, start the car and then
hold both the recirc button and ac button down at the same time; then, turn the driver's side
temp button one click to the right clockwise and let off all buttons. A series of codes will flash
and continue to repeat upon the display. I believe broken door codes are 22 or 54 for the
driver's blend door, and 24 or 56 for the right. To be sure, however, open your glove box,
remove the support arm on the right, and muscle your door the rest of the way down. And no,
mine didn't break, in spite of the numerous times I ended up doing this. Remove the two screws
that hold the motor located at your left. If you can freely turn the white plastic tab beneath the
motor without it stopping, your blend door is broken. The left door, unfortunately, can't be
checked this way that I'm aware of; less you're Tom Thumb. If they're broke, you need discover
where to cut the panel behind the glove box. However, and if every penny counts, then I'm
going to tell you how to fix this problem for about ten bucks. In the picture showing where to
cut the panel away, you might want to move the vertical cut on the right over towards the left
about two to three inches. And if you damage it, you're screwed. I used a dremil with a very
small, circular saw blade at the end of the bit. If you're strapped for cash and don't have a
dremil, you can use a power drill and the drimil bit in question. You can get the bit at Walmart
for a few bucks. Just remember to cut at an angle, as to give the peace you're removing some
backing along the cut to sit against when you reinstall it. A decent quality roll of duct tape
works quite well to seal it later. If you don't make complete cuts, you might snap this off.
Therefore, don't try to force the peace you're removing if it's still attached in some places. Now
that you have that peace removed, you'll need to make one vertical cut within this area to
remove the center, plastic divider between the doors. Cut downward until you get to the area
where the axis of the doors are held in place, then remove it. It's sitting in a grove along the
bottom and need not be cut through this area. Once you've removed that section, you can easily
lift out and remove what's left of your blend doors. Remember that your blend doors are likely
not in one peace. Remove them carefully, as to not allow any peaces to fall down within the
compartment; you'll be needing them. One peace fell down on mine, but I was able to recover it;
therefore, carefully give a search down in there if anything falls. Now for the really fun parts.
You'll notice that the pads on both sides of the blend doors are covered with a nasty, sticky
mesh that was once your blend door pads. You can remove most of it with your fingers;
however, you'll likely end it with a small, wire brush. Get it all off! Don't worry about scratching
up the doors; they'll need to be roughed up pretty good to hold the epoxy you'll use later. Also
make sure you've washed them up really good with soap, as to remove any dirt. Now that you've
managed to clean them to bare plastic, examine your broken areas. Test fit these areas to be
sure you're able to get them meshed back together tightly. Then, take a generous amount of
super glue I used Locktite super glue , and glue the broken parts back on. Be sure to get a nice,
snug fit, hold them together for a spell, then let them set for a while to completely dry.
Thereafter, take some 50 grit sand paper and rough up the entire area; from one end of the shaft
to the other. You'll now need some decent epoxy. I used a tube of locktite plastic epoxy I got
from Wal-Mart for about three bucks. You'll also need some wire mesh. You should be able to
get some at an auto parts store; the type and kind used for automotive body repair, as to hold
bondo. It comes with an adhesive backing. I cut the wire mesh just wide enough to cover the
large part of the shaft; the part which likely broke in half or completely off; as it did on mine and

likely yours. Cut it so that it is about three inches long, as to assure it goes up both sides of the
door at least an inch, once you wrap it around the hollow portion of the shaft. Use some pliers
to assure the mesh makes contact over every area upon which it covers. If you don't have the
type which adheres, or if the mesh doesn't adhere because the plastic is too rough, then simply
use a clamp or your fingers to hold it down while applying the epoxy around one part, then
apply more once the previous dries and holds it down for you. I also recommend some cheap
plastic gloves. Once you're ready, put the epoxy on a peace of cardboard or the top of a coffee
can lid. Mix it quite well with the plastic end of the paint brush, then use the other end of the
brush to apply the epoxy over the wire mesh. Use a generous amount of epoxy as to completely
fill and cover the wire mesh. Also use a bit of epoxy to fill those two voids along the shaft on
each side. Might as well make it stronger while you're at it, right? The epoxy takes less than
seven minutes to set; therefore, try to work quickly. I mixed enough at a time to make a fifty cent
peace sized pool of it. If you run out before filling the voids, you can always mix a bit more after
the fact. You can also work the epoxy a bit with your fingers after it sets. It takes quite a while
for the epoxy to really harden, so make sure it does before taking any steps hereafter. At this
point, the repair should be more than strong enough to work. Nevertheless, I took it a couple
steps further. I cut a small peace of fiberglass cloth; also available at the aforementioned
retailer, and cut it wide enough to go from one side of the door to the other, further over the
area you just repaired. I mixed some epoxy, quickly applied it to both sides of the door and
around the length of the shaft, and then quickly placed the cloth first around the shaft and then
up both sides of the door about a third of the way. I continued to work the cloth against the
doors with the brush, all the while applying more epoxy to build up the amount of it upon the
cloth. Don't freak if the cloth doesn't want to stay against the door; it will if you keep working it.
Just make sure it conforms to the entire length of the shaft, especially the area where it meets
the door panel. Don't be concerned about building up, too much epoxy; there's plenty of room
where the door shafts rest within the compartment. Note: make sure you sanded the first coat of
epoxy from the wire mesh application. It will need to be rough for the next coat to properly
adhere. The reason I used the fiberglass is because the shaft area, where you made your mesh
repair, tapers down to the smaller diameter of the shaft. The wire mesh simply isn't flexible
enough to conform through that taper. Now it's time to apply some new padding. Once again,
Walmart served its purpose. It's about a quarter inch thick, and it cost a buck! Cut it to the size
of your doors, and glue the sucker on; one for each side of the door of course. A tad more
epoxy along the edge should do fine to adhere them. Thereafter, just trip the excess with a pair
of scissors. Note: Don't push too hard when gluing the pad on. You might soak the pad and
cause it not to be even across it's surface. Simply flip it over and gently hold it down on the
table to evenly adhere it. When you try to put it all back in, you'll likely discover that the back
door wont slide over the white plastic insert. Turn off the engine, pop the hood, and open the
fuse box next to the battery. Remove the 50 amp fuse 15 for two minutes. Then, reinstall and
start the car. Be sure you're ready to install the door by holding it in place over the white plastic
shaft before reaching over and starting the car. You should feel the door ultimately slide on the
shaft once it starts turning. Then quickly set the doors into the center slot and shut off the car.
You might also need to do the same when putting the front motor back on, too. The
aforementioned procedure, bye the way, is what you'll have to do to get the motors calibrated
once the install is complete. However, let the car run for two minutes to let the cycle process.
You can watch your doors functioning during this time, further making sure that your repairs
were worth the effort. Thereafter, tape the removed panel back in place, shove the glove box
back up and reattach the glove box arm on the right. And yea, I just forced the glove box down
to get to the area. It didn't break anything, in spite of having done this several times. Just make
sure you disconnect the arm that holds it on the right before doing so. It's been nearly a month
now, and my blend doors are still working like new. Hope this helps you folks out there
suffering this problem. Thanks for the detailed write-up, very helpful. Hope your fix keeps
working. Please keep us posted. I'm having this problem in my Jeep as well - not great
considering that my son's carseat sits in the back passenger seat, we live in Iowa, and winter is
definately here! Essentially, the passenger side blower works fine, but it is blowing cold air
regardless of how the passenger side thermostat is set. I can't let anyone ride with me, because
I can't close the vents enough to keep cold air from blowing on them, never mind how
uncomfortably cold the backseat is for my son! It is incredibly uncomfortable. I've copied your
post outlining how you have fixed this issue, and will forward it on to a friend that I'm hoping
will be able to help with this issue. He looked at it quickly one morning for me, and said that
there was no way to access the passenger side without pulling the whole dash - did you find
this to be true as well? Will he have to pull the entire dash in order to do this fix?? That's my
main question I know nothing about cars, and am hoping that your description will guide him to

a solution, but if he has to pull the whole dash, that's concerning Let me know what you think.
Read my post above yours "closely. No; you don't have to remove the dash; just your glove box
door. The pictures in the aforementioned link are for a right hand drive Jeep. Don't let in
confuse you. Yours will be the exact opposite of theirs; less you're in England. Hi there I have a
jeep Cherokee 4. I removed the dash to get to the Heater box. How do you remove that? Need to
replace blend doors. What a horrible process. I will never do it again. I'm very concerned that we
will not get it all back together and working properly. Great youtube to remove dash but now
what? I have the same problem It heats on the passenger side but its cold on the driver side I
did the test by pushing the 2 butttons and got error messages 52, 24 and I am all for the suit
Your doors are broken. Here is a link to the fault codes list. It will tell you that your door's travel
is too far. The only way they can go too far, however, is if they're stone cold broken Save your
self a mint and check the above article on Blend Door Fix and repair your self; otherwise, the
folks at the following link further offer a kit I found JGCParts. They also have the procedure for
getting the diagnostic codes right there on their website. Well, as a die-hard "I can find anything
I need" on ebay person, I was surprised to find that JGC even had a couple of the kits on ebay. I
was lucky to get my kit for a little bit cheaper than directly from the website. I gotta hand it to
JGC because they have wonderful instructions right on their website with pictures of every
single step. If I can do it, anybody can. I'm just a girl with her trusty Dremel. Granted, it takes a
bit longer to cut with just a regular Dremel bit, but it can be done! I'm not happy about this
seemingly built-in money maker for the dealers, but I'm happy that there is a solution out there
that is just about as easy as you can get!!! And, JCGP guarantees their doors aluminum instead
of plastic for life! I just purchased a Jeep Limited-I think I have heater problems and there were
numerous postings about a potential class action law suit. OR creating enough pressure for a
recall. What is up? Thanks BOB Your email address did not work. I am having the very same
problems They should do a recall and get this fix You can put me on the list. I will follow the
above, step by step directions to take out dash and replace the broken parts. Any better ideas
out there. How many people having trouble with the Jeep chrome plated rims leaking around the
bead? I am on my second factory set and still have leaks and the center caps are about to rot
out. Jeep is great other than those two things, so far. You may just need an AC refill. I'm still
trying to decide on either taking the dash out or doing it through the glove's compartment. I just
think jeep should be taking care of this since it is an engineering flaw design. I own an old
nissan which heater still works amazing. My drivers side blows nothing but cold even when
turned to hi heat and my passenger side is nice and toasty. So hopefully this works for us. I'll
keep you posted grand jeep cherokee owner. I live in the UK and have just bought a Grand
Cherokee Ltd knowing that the drivers side heater didn't work. My husband and I travelled to
Orkney on a 5 hour drive starting at 6am on a cold February morning and returned on a cold
February evening the driver wearing 2. We chose not to have it repaired. Not, I admit, an ideal
solution but my husband, a canny Scot, has solved a very expensive problem quite cheaply!
Link below: This isn't the one we bought which had attachment fittings but it shows the type of
heater we bought.. Hope it helps. Discussion is locked. Thanks for responding. Jeep Grand
Cherokee heater blend doors. I agree I Concur. Regarding "I Agree Jeep temp controls. Blend
door repair. Fault Codes There is an EASY fix for blend doors! Lawsuit or recall. Heater not
working. So, what happened with this? I sent you an email a few weeks ago and never got a
reply. Jeep Dealer repair kit: Jp Grand Cherokee limited. Heater not working JGC limited. Trying
this solution. Alternative solution! Alternative solution. What is it that he got exactly? Count me
in. Back to Auto Repair - Roadshow forum Prev 1 2 3 4 5 CNET Forums. Operating Systems.
General Help. Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant
Bomb. Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the
forums are in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have
provided to one another over the years. He found that a vacuum line had come loose from the
intake manifold --and this vacuum line controls both the AC air routing system AND cruise
control. My son has a newer Jeep GC similar problem and no working cruise control and guess
what? Similar fix!!! Reconnecting the line put everything back to normal. This line is on the
driver side at the rear of the engine. I have a Grand Cherokee with the 4. For almost a year my
air control and cruise controls have not worked as I thought it was an expensive fix. The air
blew from the defrost and no cruise control. I was actually looking for how to remove the panel
from the vent controls when I stumbled across this post. After reading, I looked in the engine
area and sure enough, there was a hose disconnected from the intake manifold on the driver
side near the back. Thanks for saving me a lot of money. I am very impressive from the amazing
post about the car tech, it proved really helpful for me. I have a 98 Grand Jeep Cherokee. It will
blow very low on the circular vent only when I am going about 40 mph. It will not blow on any
other vent knob. The blower and the condenser are both good - had them checked. Checked all

the vacuum lines - nothing disconnected and no cracks. What else is the problem. It is so hot help. Tonight I was working on my brother's Grand Cherokee and was hoping for similar
success. His hoses hadn't become disconnected, but were cracked and needed replacement. I
replaced the three hoses in the intake manifold and another hose by the ABS controller. All
were easily accessible on the drivers side. Unfortunately, this didn't fix the issue. So, I
connected a vacuum pump the vacuum line with the check valve. I believe it was the middle of
the three hoses on the intake manifold, the only one with a check valve. It would not hold
vacuum. It is the hose that supplies the vacuum for the AC and Cruise control. I followed the
black plastic line that connects to the vacuum hose to the passenger side and it disappeared
under the battery tray. I removed the battery and battery tray. I found another extremely cracked
vacuum line going from the plastic line to the cruise actuator. Once it was replaced, I tested with
my vacuum pump and it held vacuum fine. I reinstalled the battery tray and battery. Now all is
working fine. Thanks for all of the good advise re vacuum lines that control the AC vents and
the cruise control on a Cherokee. I only have a couple of things to add: before you work your
cachoobies off dismantling the battery box, check the intake manifold lines. That battery route
is a real pain so save it for last. Also, when replacing the hoses connected to the manifold,
either get a slightly larger size and use a hose clamp or be sure to try to stretch the hose and
add some WD in each end. Thanks for these post! I followed the vacuum line from manifold all
the way under the battery tray and sure enough the hose had a huge split in it. Saved a couple
hundred bucks and my cost was FREE!!!! I now hope my college son appreciates my labor. I
had the same problem. Air would not blow out the HVAC vents on the dash or at the floor. I
found this post and looked on the side of the engine drivers side and found a dangling hose. I
had to search to find the connection spot at the bottom of the engine block, way back and
behind things. I connected the hose and everything worked. Cost to fix -ZERO. Thanks Rich
from Illinois. I reconnect it and everything is back to normal. Thanks a lot for sharing your
problem and solution. Regards Ed. That's until I saw the the main hose running into my intake
manifold at least that's what I think it's called , was totally rotted through! Needles to say, I have
to replace it, but I'm not too sure what part number it is I've included some links to some photos
if anyone could help me out, or point me in the right direction. Before you take it to the
dealership, check your vacum hoses under the hood. Just like the thread says, on the driver
side, there is a line that get loose, perhaps because of motor vibration. It will save you money, I
didn't even had to buy anything. However, my car was having starting issues, I have a clifford
Next issue, tranny Good luck to anyone fixing jeeps, they are fun. Hi, I noticed your post and
wanted to know if you or anyone in the forum could tell me where you found the hoses
disconnected. We have the same year and model of jeep. If you have photos that would be
great! Wow, I cannot believe it the problem was the vacuume hose to the intake manifold. It was
completely off and all I had to do was reconnect it and both vent and cruse control are working
great! I drove around for a month in the hot summer thinking I was going to have to take it to the
mechanic and spend lots of money, but no did not cost me anything! I'm really thankful with U!!!
And it was just the hose!!! Thank U very much!!! Same problem, I think my vacuum canister
broke. I friend took the line off the
2000 buick lesabre fuse box location inside
miata viper
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canister and plugged it with a bolt and the ac problem fix. He did this until I was able to fix my
canister. But I new it was related to the vacuum line from this post thanks y'all. So in the area
that you talk about under the battery and behind the passenger side light housing, there is a 3
way vacuum line connector that I have noticed is broken on my Jeep. It was very brittle and
snapped when I was swapping out the lines. Does anyone know what this part number is? I'd
like to order it before I take apart the area again so that I can just put it back together. Thanks so
much! Discussion is locked. Thanks for the Post. Not quite as simple of a fix. Air blowing out
defroster only. I've trid the vacuum hose behind the passengers side headlig. Great solution!
Worked great! Oh yea money saved. Broken connector under the battery. Back to Auto Repair Roadshow forum. CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help. Brand Forums. Roadshow
Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb.

